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- Abstract Background : We studied EEG changes during pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus(SE), a widely used
model whose EEG characteristics have not been fully described previously. Methods : Male Sprague-Dawley
rats weighing 250-350 grams were used as subjects. SE was induced 5-7 days after placement of chronic
epidural electrodes, using 360-380 mg/Kg pilocarpine IP. Rats were observed with continuous EEG recording
following pilocarpine injection until end of the SE episode. Results : SE occurred in 10/12 rats studied. SE
began with a series of discrete seizures 11.1±3.93 minutes after pilocarpine injection. 5.2±2.71 seizures
occurred over 10.9±4.62 minutes, until the EEG converted to a waxing and waning pattern, during which the
amplitude and frequency of epileptiform activity increased. After 1.4±1.82 minutes, a pattern of continuous
high amplitude rapid spiking was established. Continuous spiking continued for 3.4±0.48 hours with a very
gradual decline in amplitude and frequency, until periodic epileptiform discharges(PEDs) began to occur. The
EEG consisted primarily of PEDs for another 7.4±3.09 hours, until electrographic generalized seizures began
to occur. These continued for 5.8±4.82 hours until death. Duration of SE was 17.0±5.88 hours. Flat periods
were a prominent feature during all EEG patterns in this model. Conclusion : EEG features distinctive in
pilocarpine SE(but not unique to it) include flat periods during all patterns and resumption of continuous spiking episodes after the onset of PEDs. The sequence of discrete seizures to waxing and waning to continuous
spiking to PEDs was identical to that which has been described in humans and other animal models.
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INTRODUCTION
Treiman et. al.1,2 staged SE according to the evo-

lution of EEG characteristics in human and several animal models. These five distinct electroencephalographic patterns and their behavioral features in human and several epilepsy models were
characteristic and stereotypic. They reported the
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initial discrete seizures were followed by merging
stages with wax and waning of frequencies and
amplitudes. Later, continuous spiking follows and
the continuous spiking progressed into continuous
with intermittently punctuated flat periods and
the finally, periodic epileptiform discharges(PEDs)
ensued. Not only in human SE, with only minimal
variance, these patterns were found in lithiumpilocarpine, cobalt-homocysteine, kainic acidinduced SE models and in the electrical kindling
model1-4. Recently even in the in vivo hippocampal
slice model, these EEG patterns were suggested5,6.
These EEG patterns have been expected to have
significant meaning in the SE evolution as well as
physiologic alteration and therapeutic results.
Since introduction of pilocarpine as a chemical
convulsant, high-dose pilocarpine-induced status
epilepticus(PISE) model is widely used in epilepsy
research7. This model shows initial complex partial
seizures originating from the limbic structures and
following convulsive SE8-12. Although the behavioral and EEG changes of high-dose PISE model
had been reported and the results were very consistent and stereotypic, interpretation of their
EEG recordings with reference to the SE patterns
are lacking, and EEG recordings were not standardized13,14.
To verify whether these distinct EEG patterns
are sequentially exist in PISE model, we recorded and analyzed the EEG of PISE rats.

METHODS
Twelve male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing
150~200 grams were used in this experiment. Rats
were anesthetized by i.p. injections of 87 mg/Kg
ketamine plus 13 mg/Kg xylazine and mounted in a
stereotaxic frame. After the skull is exposed,
epidural recording electrodes(0-80 * 1/8 inch stainless steel screw and wire) were placed at the following stereotaxic coordinates: A-P＋1.5 mm, －2.5
mm and lateral±2.0 mm) from the bregma.
Electrodes were anchored to the skull using dental
acrylic. After the operation, the rats were housed
separately and allowed to recover at least five days
prior to SE induction. All the rats had food and
water available ad lib. And maintained in a 12 hour
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light/dark cycle.
EEG was recorded as follows: paper speed 15~30
mm/sec, high frequency filter 60 Hz and low frequency filter 1 Hz, sensitivity were variable according to the EEG amplitude and every change of sensitivity were written on the EEG. Montage was
bipolar: F4-P4, P4-P3, P3-F3, F3-F4.

Definition of each EEG stages were as follows:
Discrete seizure is an onset of SE. It is defined as
a clearly identifiable generalized but may be asymmetric epileptiform discharge that is first seen on
the EEG with behavioral seizure of forelimb clonus.
Merging stage is characterized by waxing and
waning ictal discharges. Rhythmic but frequently
asymmetric sharp or spike/wave patterns are seen
with recurrent build-up and then slowing of frequency and waxing and waning of the amplitudes.
Continuous ictal discharges are defined as the
EEG of rhythmic, relatively constant, sharp or
spike/wave discharges those are usually symmetric. This pattern is usually associated with either
continuous generalized clonic jerks or subtle clonic
movements.
Continuous ictal discharges with flat period are
similar to the continuous ictal discharge in the EEG
aside from the intermittently intervening flat period.
They usually tend to be slower in frequency and
lower in amplitude.
PEDs on a flat background is characterized by
bilateral, high voltage, monomorphic, sharp waves
superimposed on a relatively flat background. PEDs
were defined as monotonous spike/wave with flat
background, less than 2 Hz in frequencies, lasts at
least 10 seconds.
Before 10 minutes of baseline EEG recording,
rats were allowed to adapt in the recording cage
for 20 minutes with electrode connected state.
After the baseline EEG recording, scopolamine
methyl nitrate 1 mg/Kg was injected S.C. to minimize peripheral cholinergic effects. 360~380
mg/Kg of pilocarpine hydrochloride was freshly
dissolved in saline to make 100 mg/ml and injected by i.p. Every rat was continuously observed
and recorded EEG until the SE stops or the rats
die. Video recording was performed simultaneously. No supportive care or treatment was done.
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RESULTS
SE was induced in 10 out of 12 rats. With 380
mg/Kg of pilocarpine injection, all the five rats
showed SE, whereas only 5/7 of 360 mg/Kg pilocarpine injected rats developed SE. Every rat
was died of SE.

1. Behavioral Changes
Within less than one to two minutes after pilocarpine injection, rats showed initial akinesia.
Behavior of rat was changed after akinesia.
Common behaviors following akinesia were; facial
automatism, sniffing, ataxic lurching, ear trembling, and masticatory movements and other limbic
seizures. Head nodding, rearing, and falling occasionally followed. These behaviors persisted until
the first discrete seizure occurs and also in between
the discrete seizures. Nature of discrete seizure was
variable from mild forelimb clonus to jump/running
fit. During the early continuous spiking stage, most
rats showed cholinergic effects of piloerection and
red eye, severe foaming and drooling. At this stage,
severe convulsive movements involved bilateral
forelimb clonus, rearing and falling. After 30~60
minutes of vigorous seizure, these convulsive movements were replaced by mild, rhythmic and slow
head movements(so called ‘subtle SE’). But occasionally during this stage and during the PEDs,
usually after a long flat period, occasional big jerk
or jump occurred. In the stage of PEDs, epileptic
movements were weaker or even absent. In the
very late PEDs, as the frequency of epileptic discharges in the EEG decrease and slow wave replace
the flat period, rats were awaking and walk around
the cage and responded to the external stimulation.
Wet dog shakes were not only observed just
after discrete seizure but were more prominent
feature during the electrical seizure of later PEDs.
During the electrographic generalized seizure in
the later PED, rat was nonresponsive without discernible epileptic movement. But, after this electrographic seizure, rats frequently moved around
the cage.

2. EEG Changes
Just after the pilocarpine injection, when rat is
akinetic or in the limbic behavior, predrug EEG
backgrounds were replaced by low amplitude fast
activities. Four to eight minutes later, they are
changed with relatively rhythmic theta waves.
Later, these theta waves occasionally superimposed with isolated random spikes or progressed
into discrete seizures.
Every rat started its SE with discrete seizure.
First discrete seizure occurred 11.1±3.93 minutes
after the pilocarpine injection and number of discrete seizures were 5.2±2.71(2~11 seizures).
Characteristically, even in the discrete seizure,
punctuated flat periods and postictal depression
were frequently seen in this model. Discrete seizures
repeated until the EEG converted to a waxing and
waning pattern, during which the amplitude and
frequency of epileptiform activity increased to a pattern of continuous high amplitude rapid spiking was
established. Generalized tonic-clonic seizure was
attained in half of the rats during the first discrete
seizure although the initiation of first discrete
seizure was invariably limbic seizure. No single discrete seizure exceeds 2 minutes, and if it last more
than 2 minutes, it invariably entered into continuous ictal discharges.
Merging(waxing and waning) period was very
brief or sometimes absent. This period occurred
22.2±7.85 min. from the injection and lasted
1.4±1.82 min only.
Continuous spiking continued for 3.4±0.48
hours with a very gradual decline in amplitude
and frequency after a brief build-up. The maximum EEG frequency was 10.4±1.11/sec at 14.4
±18.88 min from the beginning of this stage.
And highest amplitude was established in 35.4±
15.78 minutes(1290±203.0 mV). As the punctuated flat period was evident from the onset of
SE, continuous ictal discharges with flat period
were not identified.
Transition from the continuous spiking to the
PEDs was very gradual. During the late continuous ictal discharge and early PEDs, both continuous spiking and periodic sharp/spike were
mixed for hours. The EEG consisted primarily of
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PEDs continued 7.4±3.09 hours, until electrographic generalized seizures began to occur.
These late PEDs continued 5.8±4.82 hours
until death. These electrographic seizures were
generally brief and frequent(4~19 times), and
mostly followed by WDS. EEGs of this seizure
showed low amplitude fast spikes with rather
rhythmic intervening flat periods. During the
mid- to late PEDs, occasional very low voltage
fast rhythms mimicking alpha wave followed
spike/sharp wave. Overall duration of SE until
death was 17.0±5.88 hours. And no rat recovered to the pre-drug EEG.

DISCUSSION
SE was very fatal in this model without any
supportive care and treatment as all rat was
died of SE. Comparing 20%~70% mortality
rates of previous reports, it was exceptionally
high in this experiment and it may be resulted
from minimal supportive care only.
Behavioral patterns were not different from
previous reports15,16. Every rat showed stereotypic behavior with reliable progression.
Injection of 1 ml/Kg of scopolamine did not influ-

Figure 1. Progressive EEG changes in the pilocarpine-induced
SE in rats.
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ence much in their behavior and EEG but rats are
tend to be more explorative and EEG was disorganized and amplitude was increasing. Regarding
the initial effect of pilocarpine, Turski et. al.13
reported early appearance(2~5 min) of theta
rhythms in hippocampus after pilocarpine injection
and at the same time cortical EEG was replaced
by fast activities. Extradural recording in this
experiment was almost same to the reported cortical recording, but the appearance of fast wave was
sometimes within a minute after injection.
Prominent flat periods from the initiation of SE
were a prominent feature during all EEG patterns in this model. Also postictal depression was
very frequent findings. Due to the long postictal
suppression, initiation of merging stage was not
easy to determine. The highest amplitude in
EEG usually precedes maximum frequency. But,
the earlier the highest amplitude occurs, maximal frequency was established earlier.
PEDs can be divided into early and late PEDs
in this model. Early PEDs are mainly comprised
of monotonous spike/sharp waves with the typical flat background, whereas late PEDs are comprised of occasional electrographic seizures and
low amplitude fast waves following relatively
rhythmic spike/sharp waves. This difference in
the PEDs were suggested by Reiher et. al.17 as
‘PLEDs proper(uniform PLEDs with periodicity)’
and ‘PLEDs plus(complex morphology PLEDs).
In the very late PEDs or recovery from PEDs,
slow waves started to replace flat period. The
electrographic seizures were conspicuous finding
during the late PEDs and the numbers of them
were variable.
Previous reports that EEG rhythms gradually
normalized and became indistinguishable from
the pre-drug activity by 48~72 hours. Until
death(up to 36 hours), we could not find so
called “silent period”12,17,18 or normalized pattern
in EEG. The possible explanation may be ; 1) as
the amplitude of electrical seizures in the late
PEDs are too low, only proper EEG recording
identifies the epileptic discharge; 2) silent period may develops more than 36 hours after the
SE. But as isolated high voltage spikes were
recorded up to 5 days in systemic pilocarpine
injection and saline injection in substantia

nigra, true silent period may be developed later.

CONCLUSION
PISE model follows the SE stages suggested by
Treiman et al., aside from the absence of continuous ictal discharge with intermittent flat period. Each stage showed its own characteristic
EEG patterns.
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